
First blockchain-based crypto and digital asset inheritance service. 

Digipulse is the world's first blockchain-based crypto and digital asset          
inheritance service, founded with the aim of ensuring that all digital asset holders             
and crypto wallet users have ultimate control over who inherits their assets. 

While cryptocurrency is rapidly gaining global momentum, there is currently no viable            
solution for its glaring flaw — if a user cannot access their digital wallet, all their crypto               
assets will remain dormant and be forever lost. Legal documents, photos and other             
digital media might become equally inaccessible to family and friends without access.  

Digipulse is actively solving this problem. Almost a year ago, co-founder and CTO             
Dmitry was having serious health issues and realised that, if he were to pass away, his                
young family would be unable to access his digital and crypto assets. After extensive              
market research, Dmitry realised that the service he himself needs simply doesn’t exist.             
So he created one. 

Active project development started in September 2016 and soon gained momentum           
after a successful ICO (or more precisely a Token Sale), that helped Digipulse raise              
more than $1million worth of Ethereum for product development and team expansion.  

The distinguishing advantage of Digipulse lies in its combined service flexibility. It            
operates with inheritable vaults, which can be modified anytime, contain any types of file              
and don’t require lawyer and executor oversight. The inheritor also doesn’t need any             
prior knowledge of the ‘vault’s’ existence in order to access the contents. 

Digipulse is currently a unique service in itself; it is the first digital inheritance platform               
with an in-depth focus on crypto assets. Blockchain technology allows Digipulse to            
encrypt, split, and store information on multiple devices across the world, ensuring both             
information and user anonymity as well as limiting human error. 

Digipulse was established by two childhood friends – Normunds Kvilis, co-founder and            
CEO, and Dmitry Dementyev-Dedelis – co-founder and CTO. 

Website: https://www.digipulse.io/  
Blog: https://blog.digipulse.io/  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DigiPulseIO  
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Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/digipulse.io/ 
Telegram: https://t.me/digipulse_chinese  
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